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BMW M Power Drive
Experience
As part of the BMW M brand’s 40th anniversary
celebrations, the BMW M Power Drive Experience
was specially organized to showcase the full
range of BMW M cars and give invited guests a
rare opportunity to test drive the vehicles.
In order to enhance the drive experience, Changi
Exhibition Centre, which boasts an impressive
outdoor area of 100,000 sqm was chosen as the
venue, with BMW-certified driving instructors
onsite to facilitate the BMW M Power Drive
Experience.
The event also included BMW representatives
from Germany who were stationed onsite to
give presentations about the BMW M brand. In
a separate merchandise corner and car display
area, an entire range of BMW M series cars and
accessories showcased the design and driving
dynamics of BMW M Power cars.
250 guests had the experience of a lifetime at
the 4-day event which saw the sale of more than
10 BMW M cars.

DBS Dinner and Dance
2012 - Colours of Asia
It was that time of the year again for DBS to celebrate
its achievements for 2012 and show appreciation to
all staff.
The theme for the evening was “Colours of Asia”,
which conveys the significance of DBS emerging as the
leading bank in South East Asia, and a fast-emerging
player in India and China. Our events team translated
this into an exciting night filled with lights and colours
as DBS celebrated the traditions and vibrancy of
New Asia.
One of the highlights was a custom-design photo
booth which featured fabrics of different colours and
a trishaw at the cocktail reception. To kickstart the
celebration, each VVIP was given a laser pointer to
trigger the launch mechanism—a huge balloon filled
with confetti. Attended by over 5,000 people, DBS
staff enjoyed a series of exhilarating performances
like the aerial performance by six dancers suspended
above the audience.
I-Promo, a subsidiary of Kingsmen, successfully
managed the Dinner & Dance and received good
reviews and social media publicity from guests.

Twinings “Taste of
Christmas” Pop-up Store
During the festive season, Twinings opened a pop-up
store in the heart of Orchard Road at Mandarin Gallery
to create brand awareness and promote sales.
Glass doors were used to maximize brand visibility on
three sides of the pop-up store. Twinings’ rich British
heritage, together with the merriment of the Christmas
season, led to an old British home concept reminiscent
of the warmth that Twinings has to offer.
From conceptualization and design, through
construction and implementation, the pop-up
store was completed in just one month. Modular in
structure, the pop-up store was designed to be easily
reconstructed for future brand activation campaigns.
Twinings pop-up store was very well-received.
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